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HEIDLER Strichcode GmbH is a medium-sized software company which plans and 

realizes individual shipping solutions. We deliver software specific to the 

customer`s wishes, appropriate hardware and fitting expendable items all from a 

single source.  

Founded in 1991, our company has grown up to 20 employees by now and is 

certainly one of the leading suppliers of this software branch today.  

Our customers include all companies with shipping activities, which goods issuing 

department is organized based on computing. Using the multi carrier shipping 

system HVS32 (Heidler Versandsystem 32 Bit), scanner pistols, electronic scales 

and high-performance label printers, the customer obtains the fitting set of tools, 

so that there is no need for manually filling in the shipping labels and other papers 

(letters of consignment, data sheets) any more. This automatic editing and 

shipping of data specific to the freight carrier complete the business activities. 

The competent combination of order, shipping order and package data with 

shipping information offers a consistent communication chain for the customer up 

to a visualized signature of the consignee. Well-known parcel services, general 

cargo carriers and express service providers rely on solutions of HEIDLER 

Strichcode GmbH.  

Logistic consulting services, provision of services up to sales information systems 

for parcel services and carriers are other additional products of our company. 
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inventory management 

systems/warehouse management 

systems are also part of the HVS32.  

Other features as: automatic mail 

letter of advice, package tracking, 

scanning of outgoing goods, various 

batch processing and sales promotion 

shipping are additional arguments for 

an application of the HVS32 shipping 

system. 

By optimizing processes in the field of 

shipping manual procedures will be 

reduced or will be dispensable 

according to the specifications.  

Completing and printing of the shipping 

labels, producing of delivery lists, free 

selection of the standard rate and 

calculation of the shipping fees meet a 

standard. Free selection of the carrier 

and the integration of different 

We optimize your shipping. 

With more than 20 years of experience 

and more than 3500 pan-European 

installations we also belong to the 

biggest shipping solution service 

providers in the segment of outgoing 

goods logistics.  

Our HVS32 shipping system is user-optimized, compatible to multi carriers, with modular 

structure, flexible and can be individually extended any time. We create solutions!!! 

 

The Heidler Shipping System, abbr. 
HVS32 
 

... is easy to operate  

• Scan bar code of the delivery order number 

• Weigh the package electronically  

• A label with all information relevant for the carrier will be printed 

... increases the efficiency in your shipping  

... offers a free selection of carriers 

... communicates with your ERP system by various interfaces 

... will convince you! 

Force Up Efficiency In Your Shipping. 



 

Selection of the Currently Available Carrier 
Modules 
 

If your carrier is not available, no problem, please contact us, we like to develop a 

suitable module for you and your carrier. 

 

 

.  
 

 
 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The strength of  HVS32 – 

to be multi-carrier, multi-

client, multi-warehouse 

You are working with several 

software solutions of various 

carriers? 

We have the answer! The shipping 

system HVS32 offers the possibility 

to handle all carriers with a 

consistent surface. After having 

entered all relevant data it is your 

only task to select the right carrier. 

To do this preferably without errors, 

the logos of the carriers are 

displayed largely on the selection 

fields.  

So a complete solution is available, 

if possible integrated to your ERP/ 

LVS system. Statistics and label 

layouts are standardized and 

structured consistently.  

On the left side there is a summary 

of the currently available carrier 

modules. European partner 

companies, e. g. DHL, GLS, 

Schenker, … are not listed explicitly 

with a logo. Please ask us if you 

have any questions concerning this 

matter. 

More functions and descriptions of 

the different carrier modules can be 

found on our homepage in detail. 

www.heidler-strichcode.de 
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   Data Processing 
  

 

  

Data interfaces for merchandise management and warehouse management 

 CSV/ASCII import by defined interface, which can be adjusted to all 
customer requirements. 

 Automatic loading/label printing without user input by polling mode. 

 Dialogue data link by TCP/IP sockets, SAP RFC / Idoc or defined ODBC/OLE 
DB protocols. 

 An address check with street index number determination can be 
interconnected, if desired. 

 Embedding of external applications or FTP protocols during data import. 

 Action processing from file or batch with corresponding management. 

The HVS32 in practice 

 

Here are some data from practice, 

which show, how the HVS32 is used 

today by our customers: 

- Back ground operation for 

warehouse management with more 

than 60 workplaces. 

- Interactive processing with 

integrated package consolidation. 

- Package volume of up to 25.000 

packing pieces per day. 

- Triggering of automatic label 

systems (applicator). 

- „Semi-automatic system“ as a 

complement for the ERP system of 

the customer. 

- Customer-specific labels as a 

complement to the shipping label 

- Comparison of the packages 

passed to the freight carrier by the 

help of an outlet scanning.  

We process and manage your data. There is no loss in our data bases.  

More than 3500 of installed systems prove the quality of the HVS32. 

 

 

Recording of relevant shipping data  

Number of packages, wrapping, freight terms, weight, dimensions etc. 

Delivery note mode: Processing of the order-related data by entering a reference 

number (e.g. delivery note). 

Customer mode: Processing of customer master data. The data can be maintained 

or loaded. When the connection to the HOST is interrupted, the customer mode 

can also be used for emergency operation. Checking of addresses and street index 

number determination are also possible by manual maintenance of data by a 

menu item. 

Multi-client capability: An option exists to deposit various senders and their 

individual company logos to print them on the labels.  

Uncommitted sender: Any number of uncommitted senders can be deposited and 

selected in the system. The uncommitted sender is printed on the label.  However, 

the customer has to pay the freight charges! 

The mask and user entries remain independent of the selected carrier. After 

selection of the mode of shipment the system offers specific queries as: special 

services, package content, letter of advice etc.. 

Automatic: Automatic label printout without user entries and carrier-specific. In 

case of an error an ‘error label’ is generated with a corresponding note.  

Determination of weight: manually from the import set or by different scales 

(available routines free of charge, other products will be programmed on a time 

and material basis on demand). The following scales are available at present:  

Mettler: Spider, Multirange, Digitol; Bizerba: ITL, ITE, MCE; Soehnle: S10, S20;  

The prepackage option allows to dispatch packing pieces for a predefined date. 

The function „separate package“ allows for the summary of several delivery orders 

to one shipment to the same consignee. 

Data Import 
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Label Production 
 

- Label printing: 

The printing of the shipping label, plus possible additional labels as special 

services, cash on delivery and hazardous material (individual agreement 

necessary) is carried out by HVS32. 
 

- Backup label function:  

Any label can be produced again any time. This is no longer possible after daily 

closing! 
 

- Further processing of produced labels: 

The printing is carried out on a thermo transfer printer with the following 

options: removal by tear-off edge or dispensing function of the label.  

The fixing of the produced label can be done manually or by a semi- /fully 

automatic applicator. 
 

- The label as an image file: 

The HVS32 can provide the print data also as a file (JPG, PDF, BMP, …). In this 

case there is the option to integrate the image files to a form. 
 

The label printer (TTR printer) is able to communicate with different interfaces 

or it can be activated directly as a network printer. 

 

 

Fast label printing by DPL 

There are many options to activate 

a label printer. The HVS32 activates 

the printer by the DPL language in 

direct printing. The advantage is, 

that the label is produced directly 

on the printer without any delay. 

Thus the file has only a few 

kilobytes of size and hence can be 

produced in a fraction of time, 

compared with the activation by a 

print driver.  

Another advantage is the status 

query of  the HVS32 to the label 

printer by the serial interface. In 

this case, if the expendable material 

has been spent, the printing process 

is automatically stopped and an 

error message is displayed on the 

screen. After new expendable 

material has been inserted, the 

printer continues processing at the 

place it has been stopped before. 

The alternative activation is carried 

out by standard Windows print 

drivers. 

 

Additional Labels 
 

Individual labels can be generated with the shipping system HVS32 at the same 

time: 
 

- Open design of the layout of the labels. 

- Parallel processing for printing of the shipping label. 

- Consignee-specific layout of the product labels (e.g. your customer logo). 

- Separate interface activation for the printing of the labels. 

- Your requirements can always be changed. 
 



 

   
   

 

  

    
  

 

 

  

protocols for the repeat print of 

daily closing lists and a new transfer 

/ producing of DFÜ data. 

The acknowledgement of all data 

relevant for shipping to the ERP / 

LVS system can also be linked to the 

daily closing. 

 

The daily closing includes printing of 

the delivery list, producing of DFÜ 

data and automatic transfer by mail 

or FTP to the corresponding carrier.  

The separation of the lists depending 

on various criteria is possible (per 

client, per country, per shipping, …).  

An abbreviated version or summary 

bank reports can be set according to 

the mode of shipment. 

History: the HVS32 offers various 

The shipping closing 

includes the following 

options: 

 Combined daily closing (list + 

DFÜ + ERP reverse file) 

 Print preliminary list 

 Print shipping list 

 Repeat list printing 

 Additional list printing 

 Repeat additional list printing 

 Print summary bank report 

 Print monthly list 

 Create freight carrier file 

 Freight carrier file protocol 

 Create ERP reverse file 

 ERP reverse file protocol 

 Freight carrier status data 

Use our e-mail or SMS letter of advice. 

Doing so, you can inform your customers about the shipping of the ordered goods. 

Package Process Tracking 
If one of your customer asks you whether his order has already been dealt with or 

been shipped, all data of the corresponding order can be retrieved by „Shipment: 

Information/Management“ in the HVS32. With the help of colors it is always 

possible to recognize optically the status of the corresponding package. Using the 

menu item „Online-Tracking“ it is possible to find out if and when the package has 

been shipped.  

All shipped packages of a defined period can be selected by means of various 

search keys and detailed information about weight, mode of shipment, fees, etc. 

can be received then. If several packages are found for one search key (for 

example, if the number of packages has been > 1 for one billing unit), the total 

weight and the total charge fee will be calculated additionally and the particular 

customers will be displayed.  

In principle, each package, for which a label has been printed is saved in the 

information retrieval system.  

Full text search improves the selection within the information system.  

The search for other terms from the import interface (e.g., „internal package ID“) 

can be parameterized individually. 

It is possible to use specially established projects, block codes or actions also as a 

search key here.  

If you want to know where your shipping can be found at the moment, you can 

invoke the track & tracing pages of the carrier directly from the HVS32. Provided 

that such a service is offered by the carrier. 

The selected data can also be saved as „output file“, as pure text file or as CSV file. 

The HVS32 offers pure „information licenses“, which allow, for example, to have 

access to the shipping data for commercial purposes. 

 

Shipping Closing 
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Some queries are available by default in the HVS32 within the extension module 

„statistics“.  

 

Beside various selection options there are also time limits available: 

• Daily • Weekly • Monthly • Quarterly. 

 

The result of the query is available for the user as a „excel file“, as a „value table“ 

and as „data export“. 

 

Excel file = format as a CSV file according to export definition 

Value table  = screen display of a defined list 

Data export  = format as a file according to export definition 

 

We are also pleased about compiling individual SQL queries according to the 

customer`s requirements. 

 

Monthly statistics: 
 

Monthly statistics help you to save 

defined filter settings with a freely 

selectable name. Thus repeating 

queries have not to be recorded 

again. The various filters are set by 

the selection of the monthly 

statistics in the corresponding 

window. The time domain is set to 

the first day of the current month in 

the field „from …“, and it is set to  

the last day of the current month in 

the field „up to …“. The entry of the 

time domain can be corrected 

subsequently. Afterwards only the 

data export or a value table have to 

be activated yet. 

 

Employee statistic report: 
 

The number of the dispatched 

packages for various users can be 

determined in the employee 

statistic report (users can only be 

established by the extension 

module user administration).  

A summation of the corresponding 

weights, e.g. per order/ delivery 

order is done within the query. 
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• Fees / weight statistics 
• Packaging statistics 
• Customer statistics 
• Weight range statistics 
• Packaging per customer 
• Country statistics 
• Package numbers 
• Client statistics 
• Runtimes 
• Mode of shipping per carrier 
• Employee statistic report 
• Shipping stations 
• Shipping list 
• Status data 

• Cost center 
• Neutral sender 
• Branch office statistics 
• Carrier per client 
• Material evaluation 
• Material freight charges 
• Daily information 
• Customer delivery orders 
• Delivery order status 

Shipping Statistics 
Various, predefined statistics can be selected in the HVS32: 
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The HVS32 basic version is required for the operation of the individual shipping/ 

and extension modules.  

The following functions are integrated: 

 - Entry mask / processing for delivery data 

 - Entry mask / processing for customer master data 

 - Setup dialogues ( configurator ) / data base structuring 

 - Multi language capability ( editable ) 

 - Information system with "online tracking" 

 - List printing / provisional list printing 

 - Documentation with interface descriptions of the  

   import  / export files ( ASCII / CSV ) 

 - Remote maintenance tool via Internet 

 - Functional options and extensibility 

Determination of an 

additional EAN-SSCC 

Freight carriers, who do not use a 

EAN-SSCC as a tracking number, 

have the option to determine an 

additional EAN-SSCC from a 

provided general SSCC range of 

numbers in addition to the tracking 

number of the carrier in the course 

of the package processing.  

The SSCC is saved by the HVS32 

variable ‚VEReferenzNr’ and it is 

also visible by this field name in the 

information details or can be 

redelivered to a inventory 

management transfer file. Beside 

the freight carrier main label an 

additional label can optionally be 

generated with the printed SSCC in 

EAN bar code mode. 
 

 

 

Extension Modules 
 

The Heidler shipping system, in short HVS32, offers a great number of extension 

modules. It is possible to adapt the HVS32 completely flexible and individually to 

your structural conditions. If no appropriate extension module is listed here, an 

individual programming is possible any time.  

 

 

 HVS 32 „User administration“ 

HVS 32 „Quick processing masks“ 

HVS 32 „Target / actual weight comparison“ 

HVS 32 „Processing gang run printing“ 

HVS 32 „Processing reference labels“ 

HVS 32 „Processing ‚file handling’“ 

HVS 32 „Prepack option“ 

HVS 32 „Processing automatic polling“ 

HVS 32 „Processing batch of files“ 

HVS 32 „Processing short compilation“ 

HVS 32 „Shipping statistics / evaluation“ 

HVS 32 „Network - operation“  

HVS 32 „Automatic - mail – letter of advice“ 

HVS 32 „WinPrint (1:1)“  

HVS 32 „Customer / client capability“  

HVS 32 „Dangerous goods - management“ 

HVS 32 „Block code - interactive“  

HVS 32 „Packaging administration“ 

HVS 32 „Outlet scanning / processing“ 

HVS 32 „Status - data - processing“ 

HVS 32 „Status data - import - service“ 

HVS 32 „Material - processing“  

HVS 32 „Gateway - communication“ 

HVS 32 „DGS Server Plugin interactive“ 

HVS 32 „DGS Server Plugin ODBC“  

HVS 32 „DGS Server Plugin E & P“ 

HVS 32 „DGS Server Plugin TCP/IP XML“ 

HVS 32 „DGS Server Plugin SAP RFC“  

HVS 32 „DGS Server Plugin SAP IDoc (RFC)“  

HVS 32 „DGS Client Plugin Polling“  

HVS 32 „DGS Client Plugin ODBC“  

HVS 32 „DGS Client Plugin HTTP“  

HVS 32 „DGS Client Plugin ‘SelectLine“  

HVS 32 „DGS Client Plugin SAP RFC“ 

HVS 32 „DGS Client Plugin SAP IDoc (RFC)" 

HVS 32 „DGS Service Plugin“ 

HVS 32 „DGS Data view“  

HVS 32 „Gateway - import - service“   

HVS 32 „Package shop / self carrier module“ 

HVS 32 „Package receiving office (via Internet)“  

HVS 32 „Package / shipping receipt“  

HVS 32 „Print spooler“   

HVS 32 „Chep pallet message“  

HVS 32 „External print spooler“  

HVS 32 „VLS connection“ 

HVS 32 „Pre-posting“ 

HVS 32 „Multi warehouse capability“ 

HVS 32 „Freight – letter of advice" 

A detailed description of the particular extension modules can be found on our 

homepage under the heading „Download”. 

Basic Module HVS32 

The HVS32 is structured modularly. It is built up of a basic module, 

a lot of extension modules and the freight carrier modules. 
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Label Print Software 
 

Beside dispatch handling we offer a particular label software for easy configuration 

of bar code labels. Labels can be produced quickly and conveniently by loading or 

manual compiling of information. Different needs require different entry masks. It 

is possible here to adapt the entry masks individually to the customer 

requirements any time.  
 

All relevant program parts are saved in a configuration file and can be completed 

any time. It is easy to rename and extend the entry fields. 

The deposit of a range of numbers, loading of a data base file or display of an 

identifier are other arguments for using the label software. These data can be 

specified in detail in the label layout file. Another configuration file exists for the 

label layout. 
 

 
 

A modification of the label layout can easily be done by a design program. There is 

the option to modify the label layout on a graphic surface using the designer. Each 

modification is displayed at once and can be printed by any printer installed in the 

system. It is easy to integrate more label information by the object manager. 

 

Sample labels of the label 

print software 

 

 

 



 
 

  

 

  
   

 

  

 
The Heidler Warehouse Management System 
LVS 
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the objectives of the warehouse 

management.  

The task of the storage can be divided 

in stockpiling, buffering and 

distribution or compilation of goods. 

Here our warehouse management 

system is used among other things. 

Storage means any planned laying of 

objects of labour in the flow of 

materials. Storage is also named as 

warehousing. A storage facility means 

a room or an area for the storing of 

packaged goods or bulk goods, which 

is measured on a quantity and/or 

value basis. 

To keep the warehouse charges as 

small as possible, modern strategies 

of logistics are required to accomplish 

General functions and 

components of the LVS 

 

- Search screen 

- Validation 

- Table handling 

- Master file data 

- Administration 

- Inlet processing 

- Outlet processing 

- Information 

Using a mobile data acquisition 

device both incoming and outgoing 

goods can be booked. 

The synchronizing of the data is 

done manually or in real-time. 

An optimal solution for the administration of small warehouses 
 

The minimal warehouse management system LVS from Heidler Strichcode GmbH is 

a small warehouse management system, which covers the most important features 

in this field. It is flexible, can be adapted individually, low-priced and user-

optimized. 

In short: an optimal solution for the administration of small warehouses. 

In principle, the LVS is a multi-client application, which allows the user to create 

several customers or clients and to allocate material and incoming or outgoing 

goods and stock corresponding to them. The entry masks can be adapted 

individually for this purpose. 

Furthermore, there is the option to interconnect the application to a special 

scanner, with which the storekeeper is able to book the data sets recorded in the 

system before. To implement this easily by bar codes, so-called reference labels 

are printed for the warehouse units, which include information about the content 

and a bar code with the reference number of the data set. Alternatively a manual 

booking in the system is possible. 

Import and export functions of interface information about the in-house system 

can be offered individually. 

If there is a clear stock movement, i.e. booking in the system, an e-mail can be sent 

to the corresponding client. Content and structure of the e-mail can be set by the 

user at the same time. 

The information system is able to issue a specific report about the current 

warehouse stock any time; in addition, all stock movements can be traced back. To 

accord the clients an overview of their warehouse stock or transactions, a list 

printed out per client is also possible off the information system.  

As a summary, the minimal warehouse management system is optimal for an easy 

integration to your existing operations due to these functionalities, and it is 

suitable for the management of small warehouses. 

Warehouse Management 
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Label Printer 
 

How many labels do you intend to print approximately per day?  

The print volumes are an important decision criterion for an optimal selection of 

the label printer. We are able to offer an appropriate label printer for each print 

volume. We are pleased to help you if desired. You may benefit of about 20 

years of experience in the field of label printing.   

 

Basically, label printers must be divided in two categories. 

 

1) Thermal printers print without an inked ribbon directly on a heat reacting 

paper material, so-called thermo labels. These thermo labels should not be 

exposed to high solar radiation or heat, since they will blacken out quickly 

otherwise. Moreover, thermo material darkens after appr. 6 months even 

without solar radiation or impact of heat. Thus thermo labels become 

difficult to read. Thermo labels are suitable for a time-limited labelling 

hence. 

 

2) A thermal transfer printer makes available both print options. The direct 

thermal printout without inked ribbon and the permanent transfer printing 

with inked ribbon on paper labels and plastic labels. There is no 

considerable price difference between the consumable material of thermal 

and thermal transfer printers.  

 

Label format: 

The standard size of the labels to be printed is 110 mm of width. But we also 

offer devices with a larger printing width.  

 

Printing speed:  

The printing speed of label printers is indicated in millimeter or inch per second. 

Example: max. printing speed 8 inch (1 inch corresponds to 254 mm/per 

second), thus the printing speed is 2,03 cm per second. Using a label format of 

100 mm in width and 162 mm in height appr. 1,5 labels per second will be 

printed at maximum printing speed. 

The printing speed depends on the label material to be printed and the inked 

ribbon. A correct adjustment results in an optimal print image. 

 

High resolution 

High resolution is indicated in dpi 

(dots per inch), i.e. how many dots 

are printed on a width of 25,4 mm.  

Therefore a 200 dpi model has 200 

pixels, a 300 dpi model has 300 

pixels and a 600 dpi model has 600 

pixels available. The more printer 

dots, the more precisely the label 

printout. 

 

Fig.: Line displayed with a 200 DPI 

printer 

 Fig.: Line displayed with a 600 DPI 

printer 

 

Citizen 

Datamax 

Zebra 
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with integrated decoder), the 

decoding unit is integrated to the 

bar code reader in almost all other 

devices. Almost all types are 

available on the market in the 

meantime as stationary devices, 

wired hand scanner or mobile 

measuring devices (e.g., stock-

taking terminals with integrated 

bar code scanner). 

A  bar code scanner is a data 

acquisition device which is able to 

read various bar codes and can pass 

over the contents. The recognition 

of these bar codes is done only 

optically, either with red or infrared 

light. Each bar code scanner exists 

of the actual reading unit and of the 

downstream decoding unit.  

While there are mostly two devices 

regarding the bar code readers 

(there are also bar code readers 

Industrial scannerDatalogic 

Gryphon PM 8500 

 

With the new PowerScan PM8500 

2D Datalogic has a premium-class 

scanner suitable for industrial 

applications in its programme. With 

its absolute mobility it records all 

current 1D and 2D codes 

omnidirectionally with high-solution 

megapixel lenses and transmits 

them in the 433MHz radio standard. 

Perfect for all applications in 

production and logistics, the 

PM8500 is available with three 

different lenses: »Standard Range« 

and »High Density« for typical 

reading conditions, and »Wide 

Angle« for the recording of big and 

wide codes. It is equipped with the 

exclusive 3GL technology (»Green-

Spot« directly on the code). 

Simplify your acquisition of serial number, batch number, delivery notes, etc. by using a modern 

bar code measuring device.  

Datamatrix for much information on smallest area 

The 2D bar code Datamatrix is able to encode appr. 1.800 

characters or appr. 3.000 figures on smallest area. The 

information density is 13 characters per 100 qmm. The main 

areas of application are the electronic industry, e.g. for the 

labeling of components and printed circuit boards, and the 

pharmaceutical industry for the encoding of instruction 

leaflets. 

Code 128 the alphanumeric bar code with high density. The 

bar code is mainly used in transportation (e.g. UPS) and for 

industrial labelling. Code 128 has 3 character sets (A, B and 

C), which can be used according to the application field. 

2/5 i (2 of 5 interleaved), the numerical bar code  

This bar code has its applications all over the industry, e.g. on 

name plates and in logistics as a product identification. Since 

the bars and the gaps serve as an information carrier, the 

2/5i is built-up very compact. 

Bar Code Scanner 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

 

  

The table and compact scales of the company Mettler Toledo offered by us have a 

diversified product line especially balanced to customer requirements, which are 

suitable for the most different industrial environments. 

In addition, a variety of weighing terminals for the most different applications in 

almost every industrial branch can be offered. The calibrated terminals can be 

equipped optionally ex works with an alibi memory to comply with the calibration 

instructions for the junction of scales to a shipping system.  

The weighing process can be checked subsequently via the alibi memory by means 

of a continuous clear alibi ID. Beside the gross weight value also the corresponding 

alibi ID is taken over during the weighting query by the shipping system. 

  

We are glad to send you our information leaflet „Information for operators of 

scales on the Heidler shipping software HVS32“, if desired. 

To integrate volume measuring 

systems into a system the following 

services have been developed:  

The CubeDaemon works as a process in 

the background and can be activated 

by its ERP software via a TCP/IP 

communication.  

This service further makes possible to 

administrate an arbitrary number of 

PalletCube systems. 

 

The standalone software CubeUI has a 

user-friendly surface for the recording 

of volume data, article numbers, pallet 

IDs. The recorded data can be 

exported.  

Your advantages at a glance: 
 

- Quality product from the market 

leader RAVAS 

- increases the effectivity of logistic 

processes, saves time and space  

- very high accuracy: maximum 

deviation only 0,1% of the balanced 

weight  

- Accumulator module easily to 

replace for durable usage including 

separate accumulator charger 

 

Functions: 
 

- automatic and manual zero 

correction 

- gross/net weighing 

 

Dimensions: 
 

- Lift fork length: 1.150 mm 

- Lift fork width: 170 mm 

- Lift fork height, lowered: 85 mm / 

clearance height: 22 mm 

- Fork lift height, max.: 205 mm / lift 

height: 120 mm 

- Width over lift forks: 540 mm 

- Height upper edge display: 1.000 

mm 
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Scales and Volume Measuring Instruments 

Lift truck 6100 
Hand lift truck with weighing function 
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system (HVS32), a dialogue for the  

entry of the dimensions automatically 

appears. The data determined by the 

PalletCube are automatically entered 

at this place. If the base area of the 

pallet has not been completely 

loaded, the HVS32 automatically 

takes over the dimensions for length 

and width of a pallet. Then a shipping 

label is generated and printed by the 

shipping system. 

As soon as an object has been laid 

down in the measuring range, the 

PalletCube software automatically 

determines the border areas of the 

object and the loading meters. Such 

a measurement takes approximately  

500 milliseconds including the 

evaluation and according to the size 

of the object. Then the object is 

displayed as a depth image and in 

3D. If the option „volume recording“ 

is selected in the module shipping 

processing of the HEIDLER shipping 

Screen views during 

pallet recording 

 

 

 

  

Volume recording of a pallet: 

The PalletCube makes it possible quickly and precisely! 

 

The determination and calculation of the loading meters or the volume of packed 

pallets, packages or other goods is getting more and more important today. This is 

valid for the field of logistics, where parameters are used for the calculation of 

shipping rates and the spatial utilization of loading space capacities, or for the 

warehouse administration, where different goods have to be measured before 

storage to guarantee ideal storing positions and therefore an ideal room use. But 

despite of its relevance, the determination and calculation of the loading meters is 

often extremely cumbersome and time-consuming.  

To minimize this time factor and to eliminate the inaccuracy of a manual 

measurement, the PalletCube system works with a special infrared camera. It is 

attached to the ceiling in stationary operation and it is aligned to a particular 

measuring range on the floor space. The camera scans the measuring range by 

means of infrared rays according to the distance to the floor with a frequency 

modulation of 15-31 MHz and generates a depth image with a resolution of 

25.344px². On the basis of this depth image a scatter-plot is generated, with the 

help of which the loading meters are determined by a „multiple regression 

analysis“ and a „linear density allocation“. This procedure is possible independent 

of the angle or the position of the object in the measuring range. 

Since the camera carries out the measuring procedure with a particular 

measurement angle, the objects must have a particular minimum distance to the 

camera according to their floor space and height. To keep this distance as small as 

possible in the case of projecting objects, the camera is offered with two 

specifications. 

1. Measurement angle of  

 43.6° x 34.6° for small objects 

2. Measurement angle of  

 69° x 56° for projecting objects 

The communication with the PC is done either by USB or Wireless LAN. 

Volume Recording of a Pallet 



 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

  

 

  

 

The PalletCube 4300-1 is used for the measurement of „normal“ pallets. Bows and 

bearing-outs on the sides invisible for the camera cannot be recognized. A virtual 

covering box of the pallet is created to determine loading meter and volume data. 
 

consisting of: 

- 1 x Time of Flight camera PC4300 (5m) 

- Communication software to the HVS32 shipping system  

Options: 

- Communication interfaces to other host systems 

- external application for data transfer CubeUI, CubeDaemon 

- Hand pallet truck 6100 with weighing function, WLAN interface for 

 weight transmission and height adjustment LED. 

The PalletCube 4300-3 is used for the measurement of pallets of any form. Bows 

and bearing-outs are recognized by 3 cameras. A virtual covering box of the pallet 

is created to determine loading meter and volume data. The devices are able to 

measure pallets with a multitude of different surfaces. Recording of pallets 

wrapped in foil without any problems. 3 IP cameras take pictures of the pallet or 

product from all sides at the same time. 
 

consisting of: 

- 3 x Time of Flight camera PC4300 (5m) 

- Communication interface to the HVS 32 shipping system 

- Application software for determination of the volume data and calibration 

- Assembly block including cabling 

Options: 

- Communication gateways to other host systems for external applications for data 

transfer, CubeUI, CubeDaemon 

- 3 x IP camera for product photographs 

15 PalletCube 4300-1   (1 camera solution) 

PalletCube 4300-3   (3 camera solution) 
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communication software  CubeUI and 

then be saved in a file. The 

communication for the data exchange 

is carried out by ODBC, TCP/IP, RFC, 

etc. and allows the embedding of 

external systems.   

 

 

The ProductCube can be used for the 

measurement of volumes and weights 

of packages and other products. An 

infrared camera is installed over the 

scale table with a distance of appr. 

2m. The package is moved onto the 

scale table and the delivery note 

number is recorded by the HVS32 

shipping system, weight and volume 

data are determined automatically in 

a few seconds and passed to the 

shipping system. The data can also be 

recorded by our external 

The ProductCube is 

equipped with a ball 

bearing plate and can 

easily be integrated even 

to a roller conveyor 

 

  

Volume recording of a package: 

Three types of the ProductCube allow this quickly and precisely! 

 

ProductCube 500 includes the following components: 

- Infrared camera PC6900 

- Measuring table with base plate and 2 sides with limitation bars  

  (table size 500 x 400 x 700mm) 

- Calibrated scale IND 465 B150, measurement accuracy ± 20g/50g 

  Display unit IND465, Rs232, ball bearing plate 400 x 500,  alibi memory 

- Minimum size of objects :  50 x 50 x 50mm (LxWxH) 

- Maximum size of objects :  500 x 400 x 800mm (LxWxH) 

  

ProductCube 800 includes the following components: 

- Infrared camera PC6900 

- Measuring table with base plate and 2 sides with limitation bars 

  (Table size 800 x 600 x 700mm) 

- Calibrated scale IND 465 B150, measurement accuracy ± 20g/50g 

  Display unit IND465, Rs232, ball bearing plate 600 x 800, alibi memory 

- Minimum size of objects:  50 x 50 x 50mm (LxWxH) 

- Maximum size of objects:  600 x 800 x 800mm (LxWxH) 

  

Record Package Volume. 

lumenerfassung einer Palette 



 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Support and Repair 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

Technical Support: The technical support of Heidler Strichcode GmbH will answer 

all your questions concerning the hardware any time. Regular training courses and 

high-quality continuing education by our manufacturers ensure a state of 

knowledge of our engineers, which is up-to-date any time. We are glad to support 

you in all matters of involvement and installation of the hardware.  

 

Software Support: Our software support is available on weekdays from 8.00 h to 

17.00 h. This offers the opportunity to discuss and implement easily extensions and 

reinstallations with our employees.  

Preconfiguration and Installation Service 
 
 

Heidler Strichode GmbH is a business partner who will help you mastering even big 

projects. We will establish your system on demand, we will configure your 

hardware and software, and we will provide an installation protocol, if required. So 

you will achieve additional reliability, that the system bought works indeed as 

desired: in the course of the configuration we will examine the hardware closely 

for possible manufacturing errors or damages, and the system will be preset 

corresponding to your needs 

 

Support – in short: 

 

The remote maintenance tool 

TeamViewer offers the possibility to 

detect problems on site any time 

and to solve them directly. 

 

We will file your configuration and 

this makes it possible to reinstall it 

any time.  

 

Spare part service: our extensive 

spare parts store includes all 

current wear parts.  

 

Our newsletter informs about the 

latest hardware trend and new 

developments of our shipping 

system HVS32.  
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    Labels and Thermal Transfer Sheeting 
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disadvantage.  

Moreover, we offer laser sheets of 

different types. If an individual label is 

required, we are able to produce any 

sizes. We are pleased to grade up a 

label with a company logo. You are 

welcome to ask! 

We have appropriate material in store 

for you for the most different needs. 

Our standard label stock on a roll with 

a size of 110 x 162 mm is always in 

storage.  

Whether thermal direct or a long-

lasting paper label, both types have 

their own advantage and also 

General information 

about consumables 

 

… The combination of our inked 

ribbons with the label printers 

offered by us results in optimal 

performance and extends the life 

cycle of the print head.  

… The right choice of the print 

method is decisive for the life cycle 

of the label. In the thermal direct 

process the label is exposed to 

mechanical and climatic influences. 

The thermal transfer process 

provides a long-lasting label 

printing.  

… The different conditions of the 

ground require the use of special 

adhesives. We are fully flexible to 

offer the correct adhesive for the 

corresponding ground. This enables 

us to offer the option to fix labels 

on car tyres or to remove labels free 

of residues from almost all surface 

areas.  

Consumables, hardware and software can be found in our webshop: 

www.shop.heidler-strichcode.de 

 

The label formats listed below are our standard formats and they can be delivered 

generally within one week. Please ask for special label requests. The 

manufacturing of individual labels takes generally 3 to 4 weeks.  

Consumables 

In transportation, storage, safety of flow of goods Heidler labels are a reliable 

constant. Shipping departments of industry and trading use our products as well as 

carriers and store keepers. Examples are the identification and supervision of 

packages, transport containers, manufacturing processes and warehouses by the 

help of bar code labels. 

  

Standard labels on 2,54 core or 7,6 cm core

 

file:///I:/Heidler%20Strichcode/Auftrag%2012%2010%2008/shop.heidler-strichcode.de


 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Accounts for reusable packaging can be updated by the packaging administration 

system PVS. 

 

Synchronizing of packages and freight carriers in the HVS32 allows a continuous 

data balance with the movements of the actual shipping. So all packages indicated 

as reusable in the HVS32 are booked automatically in the PVS as outlet in the daily 

closing. 

 

The functions include inlet and outlet accounting transactions of the packages, 

sending of accounts to the freight carrier (e.g. pallet account) and the information 

about the movements on each account. 

  

RFID Solutions 
 

The requirements to RFID solutions within logistics are very different and are still 

adjusted individually to the specifications of particular companies until today. 

 

For example, there is no usage of RFID methods on the transportation route with 

standardized freight carriers. 

In the field of Metro inbound logistics the requirements of the RFID label are 

provided and they are implemented by Heidler GmbH already today. 

 

The HVS32 determines the relevant data at the same time, e.g., the SSCC number, 

and it controls the printing and writing on the RFID label. 

 

The decision which label will be printed on which printer is depending on the mode 

of shipping and / or on the consignee, for example. The printing is carried out 

partly even as an additional requirement for the standard shipping label. 

Special solutions by 

Heidler Strichcode GmbH 

- Package administration 

- RFID solutions 

- Individual applications 

- WEB services according to 

customer requirements 

- Individual form printout 

- Kanban software 

- Label printing system  
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Packaging 
administration 

You have a task – we search 

for a solution!!! 
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